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Flow  

 Corner: Flow is a steady outpouring of images and sounds from channels and stations into 

homes 

 Raymond Williams – 1974  

 Looked at flow in Television, technology and cultural form 

 Flow – series of differently related units 

 An evening’s viewing as a whole is planned – in some ways by providers 

 A sequence which overrides the particular programme units e.g. trailers designed to 

sustain flow 

 Flow – can be related to television experience 

 

Williams  

 Williams – the central television experience is that of flow 

 i.e. TV programmes are surrounded by commercials and other audiovisual material 

which comprise an uninterrupted following of one thing by another 

 

Three categories of flow 

 Flow within particular evening’s programmes - listings 

 Flow of the succession of items within and between the published sequence of units 

 Detailed flow within this general movement – actual succession of words and images 

 Williams – refers to different programme categories in one week’s sampling of American 

television 

 Flow replaces timed, sequential units  

 Flow discourages switching off of the television 

 Williams – looked at American news items – which is different from British television  

 

Altman 

 Rick Altman – suggested that Williams regarded flow as function of television 

experiences  

 Rather than as particular kind of commercial television system 

 Altman – connected television to the household flow – routines of everyday life 
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 Jensen – two lines of flow (1995) 

 Sequences from available channels 

 Movements and duration across and within these sequences 

 Possible sequences in terms of super flow 

 Increased channel choice places viewing in a more expansive flow context 

 

Viewing strip Newcomb and Hirsch (1987) talk about television as a viewing strip, which is 

any given evenings televiewing 

 How individuals negotiate through the follow on offer and put together a sequence 

of viewing of their own selection 

 Hence individuals might produce very different viewing strips from the same nights 

viewing 

 

 

 Budd, Craig and Steinman (1985) 

 Instead suggest that need to look at flow within programmes –  

 The themes and images in the narratives 

 And those of the commercials 

 E.g. if a story stresses a mother’s concern for a child’s happiness  

 Followed by a commercial for a cereal which makes children happy 

 

Overflow 

 Flow has changed because of the internet 

 We can expand the concept of flow to include watching television online 

 Jensen uses the term overflow to encompass other media such as YouTube 

 Whilst some academics argue that YouTube, Netflix etc. highlight small discrete 

segments of television 

 Others, instead argue, that one gets lost online – surfing and binge watching. 

 Even traditional television is often watched in different ways – with multiple screens, 

mobile audiences and distracted viewing.  
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 Thus, I think, we can expand the concept of flow to include online television watching 

(but perhaps this could form the basis of an essay question).  

 

Editing and flow  

 Can flow be used to create hidden messages which  may be more powerful than 

those obvious to the conscious mind? 

 There are diverse ways that flow meanings can be constructed e.g. the juxtaposed 

segments work together 

o To emphasise a political meaning of the primary text 

o To undercut, defuse or mock a political meaning of the primary text 

o To create an explicit political significance which otherwise would be absent 

from any of the segments taken singly 

 

Cultural analysts  

 Cultural analysts can use flow as an avenue to explore the parameters of 

contemporary ideologies 

 It is suggested that ideological messages are constructed via flow 

 Flow patterning is a means through which texts are encoded with ideological 

meanings 

 But there are many voices and viewpoints that are never given entry into the 

discussion 

 Changes in television’s technology and cultural form, have also brought changes to 

the idea of flow 

 But the metaphor still useful and important in understanding our interface with 

television 

 


